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GREETINGS
Hello and welcome!
Thanks for stopping by. So far we’ve gotten you to read the
first three pages. Only 29 more to go. We know that sounds
like a lot, but it’s not too much, we promise. If you know us,
you know we like to talk—so please rest assured we’ve kept
things brief and to the point here.
The purpose of this guide is to let you in on our little secret:
amazing presentations are all about great CONTENT. It’s not
about how to use your hands, or what your slides look like.
We’re all about the message first, then flair.
First, we’ll explain why this is so critical and what the pirate
stuff is all about, and then we’ll pull back the curtain and
give you some useful tips and tricks to put to use when you’re
crafting your next presentation.
This is an interactive guide, so click away! That means you can
fill in form fields and click on links for additional resources,
access to freebies and the chance to share key points about
creating pitch content with your followers on Twitter.

Download Adobe Reader

You’ll need to download Adobe Reader to experience
all interactive features. www.adobe.com/reader

WHY WE’RE PIRATES
We fancy ourselves pirates of the presentation
world. It’s not because we have a particular
affinity for eye patches and talking parrots.
It’s not because we greet each other with
a customary “aye matey” every morning.
It goes deeper than that.

rented out office space across the street and
set out to prove to Apple’s leadership that
he held the vision for what the future of
computing could become.
His public symbol of defiance aimed at the
company he cofounded? The Jolly Roger Flag.

Long before Johnny Depp or Disney existed,
being a pirate meant something very
different. For centuries, pirates were the
ones who rejected the status quo; those who
didn’t identify with “the way things have
always been done” and decided to set sail in
a different direction.

As Steve Jobs put it to his team, “Why join
the Navy when you can be a pirate?” Their
collective attitude propelled them to
create a product that forever changed the
technological landscape. Next came the iPod,
iPad, iTunes and well…you know the rest.

In fact, 400 years ago the British, French
and Spanish governments were known to
commission pirates to carry out particular
missions on their behalf. Pirates were hired
because of their unique abilities to do what
others couldn’t. They were rebellious, bold
and unapologetic.

Being a pirate, both back then and in the
sense Jobs intended, isn’t about anarchy.
It’s about challenging the usual and the
mundane. It’s not about living without
rules. It’s simply about deciding to follow a
different set of rules. A code. Every pirate
ship has their own code to live by.

Steve Jobs brought this sentiment to life in
the business world after he was booted from
the Lisa project at Apple in 1982. Along with
a small team of Macintosh engineers, Jobs

Learn More About
SquarePlanet

When it comes to creating amazing
presentations, this is our code.

OUR CODE OF CONTENT
First and foremost, our belief about what
makes a great presentation comes down
to one idea: Content is what matters most.
Not design. Not what to do with your hands
or the volume of your voice. The key to
really connecting with your audience lies
in your MESSAGE.
So when we say we’re pirates of the
presentation world, this is why. And if
we’re presentation pirates, then what
does the Presentation Navy look like?
The Presentation Navy in large part was
born at the advent of things like PowerPoint.
It’s why when people have a presentation to
give, they immediately open up PowerPoint
or Keynote to begin creating slides. The
Presentation Navy believes that as long
as information is presented in a visually
engaging way, people will remember it. The
Presentation Navy believes that audiences
want just the facts, and that evocative,
human-focused message strategies have no
place in a business presentation.

So what did they talk about? Among much of
the modern world’s foundational framework
of philosophy and rational thought, Aristotle
specifically talked a great deal about the
three keys to any effective piece of persuasive
communication:

ETHOS: Establishing credibility
of the presenter as a qualified
authority on a given topic.
PATHOS: Creating an appeal to
the audience’s emotions.
LOGOS: The logical appeal of an
argument or claim.

Notice there is no “Slideos” talking about
the right size of pie chart to use. It’s not
what’s most important.

ERRRRRRRR! Try again.
Presentations are about conveying messages.
Way back when—as in 4th century BC—
people like Aristotle, Socrates and Plato
gave presentations all the time, and
they didn’t have slides for support. No
PowerPoint or Keynote in Ancient Greece.

Ethos, Pathos and Logos –
The 3 keys to any effective
piece of persuasive
communication.
CLICK TO TWEET

OUR CODE OF CONTENT
What Aristotle wrote nearly 2,400 years ago
still rings true today. Communicating an
effective message (a.k.a. presentation) is all
about the content of that message—establishing
a credible, logically sound and emotionally
evocative piece of communication.
When Martin Luther King Jr. delivered
his “I Have a Dream” speech on the steps
of the Lincoln Memorial, did he have
slides to help his cause? What about The
Gettysburg Address, did Honest Abe rely
on a slick visual timeline to explain what
had happened since “Four score and seven
years ago”?

No.
If it’s good enough for the greatest orators
our world has ever seen—it’s good enough
for you.
That’s why at SquarePlanet, we believe a
great presentation means spending 87%
of your time developing your content, 13%
on delivering it effectively and finally,
13% on design. That adds up to over 100%,
you say? Yes, that’s on purpose. We’re
certainly not mathematicians, but we can
get that much right.

Spend 87% of your time
developing presentation
content—not your slides.
CLICK TO TWEET

The point is—if you have clear, concise
and compelling CONTENT that you can
deliver well, you don’t need slides to create
an amazing presentation. This guide will
show you how, one step at a time.
These are our methods, secrets and tools
that govern everything we do. Our code.
Use it, love it, hate it, ignore it, do as you
please. But should you choose to follow it,
you’ll be well on your way to becoming a
pirate yourself. And trust us, it’s more fun
this way.

Get Started

SECTION I: HOW TO START
You have a presentation to give. Whether it’s a keynote address in front of
hundreds of people, a sales pitch or asking your boss for a raise, these are
the things you should do first.
Every. Single. Time. No matter what.

Article I: Know, Feel & Do
Article II: Boil Your Message Down
Article III: Create a Structure
Article IV: Start with Why

ARTICLE I: KNOW, FEEL & DO
ASK YOURSELF 3 SIMPLE QUESTIONS:
What do you want your audience to know?

What do you want your audience to feel?

What do you want your audience to do?

Ask yourself those three questions, and then answer them. Write your answers down,
either physically here in this guide, on paper or digitally. Whichever you do, identify and
record your answers.

Identify your KFD to create a balanced and effective
presentation.

CLICK TO TWEET

This is effectively our modern adaption of Aristotle’s Ethos, Pathos and Logos.
Identifying these three things early on will help you create a balanced and ultimately
effective presentation.



Learn More About KFD

Watch as this fourth-grader absolutely crushes it!

ARTICLE II: BOIL YOUR MESSAGE
DOWN

Sounds simple enough, right? It’s not always the case.
In music, composers often take entire orchestral scores and create what’s called a piano
reduction. Basically, they reduce the individual parts of dozens and dozens of different
instruments down to what can be played on a piano with two hands. When played properly,
all the most important pieces are heard and recognized because the entirety of the piece
has been carefully simplified down.
A great presentation is the same way. In order to get at the heart of your message, you
have to take the multitude of information, reasoning and experience that has gone into
it and extract the pieces that are most critical.
Try writing your core message in a single sentence below. This may sound easy, but it’s
rarely the case. Once you think you have it, work with it but know that it may likely
change throughout this process.
My Simplified Core Message:

ARTICLE III: CREATE A STRUCTURE
Okay, it’s outline time.
NO, this doesn’t mean opening PowerPoint and creating your master slides!
You’ll create the most cohesive and usable structure to your presentation if you start
with a single document first. Word, Pages, paper, stone tablet—whatever the medium,
get it all down where you can easily identify the proper sequencing and opportunities
for overlap.
The “problem, solution” structure is popular for a reason—it works. BUT, don’t get married
to it because it can become predictable. You want to stand out!

Put Pen to Paper
To get started, use this napkin and map out your presentation in outline form:

ARTICLE IV: START WITH WHY
“People don’t buy what you do, they buy why you do it.” - Simon Sinek
We’ve been singing Simon Sinek’s praises for some time now because we’re big believers.
The idea is to begin your presentation in a much more meaningful way than simply
explaining what your company or idea is.

“Hi, we’re InstruMutt*, a mobile-based musical instrument sharing
platform. We were founded in 2010 and have 15 employees across the
United States.”
Feeling inspired? Didn’t think so.
In order to really grab your audience’s attention, don’t lead with the WHATs and HOWs
of your business or idea—tell them WHY it exists in the first place. Tell them what you
BELIEVE.

“Hi, we’re InstruMutt* and we believe music is meant to be shared.”
Get them on your side. Starting with WHY allows you to capitalize on the single unifying
attribute of every member of your audience: they’re human.
* InstruMutt is a fictional company created for illustrative purposes only. Also, we consider naming fake startups something of a hobby.

Tell your audience WHY your business exists in the first
place. Tell them what you BELIEVE.

CLICK TO TWEET

Simon Sinek’s TEDx Talk
Watch Simon’s famous talk on starting with why.

SECTION II: DON’T BE SELFISH
Remember, it’s all about your audience.

Article V: Put Yourself in Your Audience’s Shoes
Article VI: Tailored > Off the Shelf
Article VII: Use Metaphors + Parallels
Article VIII: Simplify

ARTICLE V: PUT YOURSELF
IN YOUR AUDIENCE’S SHOES
Guess what? More questions to answer.
In order to properly strap into the audience’s shoes, we tell our clients to think about a
Triple-A. No, not because you have a flat tire. And no, not minorleague baseball. These
‘As’ are the three key ways to identify exactly who your presentation’s audience is and
what will speak to them.

Identify your audience with a Triple-A analysis: Attributes,
Anxieties and Aspirations.

CLICK TO TWEET

Attributes
The basics: The whos, whats, wheres, etc. of your audience.
Think demographic info, geographic location, industry expertise, etc.

Anxieties
What are the concerns of your audience? What are they worried about? What are their
priorities and needs in life and in work? What problems are they facing that pertain to
your message?

Aspirations
What do they want? What are their goals?
What are they striving for and what motivates them to get there?

Remember these and constantly evaluate the content of your message to make sure
you’re addressing your audience properly. Obviously, it can get tougher to arrive at
specific answers for these when speaking to a large audience. Sometimes painting with
broad strokes is okay if you’re adding the right color.

ARTICLE VI: TAILORED > OFF THE SHELF

Even the briefest efforts of customization can go a long way to connecting with an
audience. Try to find an opportunity to slightly alter the content of your presentation
for every audience. This usually takes a bit of homework, but it’s well worth it.

Even the briefest efforts of customization can go a long way
to connecting with an audience.
CLICK TO TWEET

Industry Specific
For keynote presenters, often the overall message remains the same from one engagement
to the next. That’s all fine and well, but where too many speakers let their audience down
is when they fail to tailor their message specifically to their audience. That’s being selfish.
Make your message particularly relevant to the audience you’re speaking to. Speaking
about innovation at a healthcare conference? Make sure you add immediate takeaways
and examples of your message relevant to the healthcare industry.

Individual Specific
Say it’s a sales pitch we’re talking about. Do some research, find something unique about
who you’re pitching to and tweak your message accordingly. Perhaps you find out the
VC you’re coveting played tennis in college. Try to weave in a story about Arthur Ash or
Serena Williams. As cliché as that might normally be, if done properly a relatable story
can re-engage your audience very effectively without seeming too obvious.

ARTICLE VII: USE METAPHORS + PARALLELS

Metaphors and parallels can help explain concepts to your audience in a way they can
immediately understand. These types of strategies are effective in storytelling because
they create evocative and memorable connections in an audience’s mind that wouldn’t
have otherwise existed. It works well in a presentation for the same reason.

Use metaphors and parallels to make connections that
wouldn’t have otherwise existed.

CLICK TO TWEET

Say you’re pitching a company that improves the ability of medical professionals to
communicate and share information by eliminating technological barriers and red tape.
Instead of diving straight into what’s causing the problem, tell your audience:

Imagine a car manufacturing assembly line: Hundreds of separate and
specialized tasks, that when completed together, assemble a very complex
machine to incredibly precise specifications.
Now imagine an assembly line where communication has been restricted.
If workers aren’t able to communicate with those responsible for the steps
before and after theirs, efficiency would go out the window and vast
amounts of time and money would be wasted.
Unfortunately, this is the problem the healthcare industry faces today.
Now there’s no doubt in your audience’s mind about what the problem is you’re trying
to solve. They’ve been primed exactly where you want them for everything that follows.

ARTICLE VIII: SIMPLIFY
“Simplicity is about subtracting the obvious, and adding the
meaningful.” – John Maeda
When in doubt, leave it out!
When you check the weather in the morning, what information are you looking for? The
dew point? Barometric pressure?
Not usually. It’s things like temperature and general forecast. The “do I need a jacket”
type of information, not every piece of data it took to get there.
Simplification of your message in any presentation is key. This is also very dependent on
the attributes of your audience. Make sure you’re using language appropriate for your
audience. If they’re not familiar with terminology from your industry, leave it out!

It is critical to remember not all details are created equal—
some will only clutter your message.
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Whether it’s a keynote address, sales pitch or anything in between, it’s critical to
remember not all details are created equal—some will only clutter your message. And no
matter what, make sure you can explain your message in very simple terms that ANYONE
can understand.

Bottom Line: Talk like a human being!

SECTION III: THE SQUAREPLANET
ARSENAL OF AWESOMENESS
All the additional tips and tricks that we use every day to build amazing presentations.

Article IX: Tell Stories
Article X: Make it Personal
Article XI: Use Time + Place
Article XII: Show. Don’t Tell.
Article XIII: Add Humor. Just Don’t Force It.
Article XIV: Using Data
Article XV: Contrast
Article XVI: Be Bold
Article XVII: Get Your Audience Involved
Article XVIII: Closing Strong

ARTICLE IX: TELL STORIES
One of the most effective ways to seize your audience’s attention immediately is by
telling a story. Illustrate a core concept or the primary problem you’re solving by tapping
into your audience’s imagination.

Illustrate a core concept by tapping into the
imagination of your audience.
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This doesn’t always mean an “origin story,” although that can certainly be effective.
Bring in a personal experience of your own. Consider even using examples from history
that can help you drive an idea home.

For example:
Tell a story about the construction of the Hoover Dam to talk
about harnessing the power and rewards of grueling work.
(Bonus points if you’re in Las Vegas or somewhere close).

Pull lessons from outside your particular industry. Talk about
McDonalds’ failed attempt at selling pizza back in the late ‘80s
and how innovation should never mean trying to be everything
to everyone.

Today in History App

Use this app to discover examples from history to
help connect to your audience through storytelling.

ARTICLE X: MAKE IT PERSONAL

Here’s the good news:
Until you give them a reason not to, your audience WANTS to like you. It’s human nature.
They’re rooting for you. But you need to let them in a bit.
Say you’re giving a product pitch. Rather than saying things like, “Here’s Wendy. Wendy
has a problem…” Yada yada yada. We’ve heard it a million times.
Instead say, “This is my sister Wendy. She struggles with xyz, etc.”
Bring yourself into your presentation and make it personal. You’ll gain immediate
engagement and likeability with your audience.

What’s your story?
Use the space below to draft a story that makes your presentation personal:

ARTICLE XI: USE TIME + PLACE
Be present in your presentation.
Take advantage of where you are and when you’re there.
Giving a presentation in Phoenix? Talk about how the Sonoran Desert isn’t what
people think it is because of preconceived notions created by places like the Sahara.
“Things aren’t always what they seem, and neither are we at my company.”
Pitching to investors around Thanksgiving time? Add an element into your
presentation that gives your potential suitors an opportunity to give to a cause
because your organization believes in the power of giving back.
You get the idea. It doesn’t take much, but you’ll see results in meeting your audience
where they’re at. Literally.

Your Next Presentation
Think about your next presentation. Where and when is it? Use the space below to make
a connection based on its time and place.

ARTICLE XII: SHOW. DON’T TELL.
“Show the readers everything, tell them nothing.” — Ernest Hemingway
This is another critical lesson from one of the greatest storytellers the world has
ever known. Now, we know what you might be thinking—don’t tell? But I’m giving a
presentation?
It’s not to say you need to mime your message. The idea is to demonstrate the point you’re
trying to make, rather than simply explain it. This is a good time to use those metaphors
and parallels from earlier.
For example, say you’re trying to explain how onerous and robotic typical job postings
are. Rather than simply telling your audience, show them. Begin your pitch with a slide
filled with a paragraph of text explaining what your solution does and state that you’re
going to give the audience a few minutes to read over it. Then reveal that, of course, you’re
only kidding. It would be absurd to expect to engage people with that type of strategy.
So why are job postings still like this?

Demonstrate, don’t explain. Show, don’t tell.

Skill Scout’s Technori Pitch

Watch Elena Valentine use this exact method
after attending one of our coaching sessions.

ARTICLE XIII: ADD HUMOR.
JUST DON’T FORCE IT.
Carefully-placed moments of humor can prove to be incredibly valuable to the content
of your presentation. When used properly, humor can relax and refresh the pace of your
presentation and cause your audience to re-engage. Here are a few suggestions on how
to do this in a way that doesn’t feel forced or unnatural:

Self-Deprecation
Make yourself the butt of a joke. Telling some sort of joke at your own expense can
immediately humanize you and get your audience on your side.

Stories
Whether it’s in relation to the origin of your product or idea, or simply a personal
anecdote that can help illustrate a point, include something from your personal life
that can get a rise from the audience. Again—humanize.

Use Your Situation
Remember—be present in your presentation. If you can poke fun at the nature of
when and where you are, you can meet your audience where they are and get them
relaxed, laughing and ready to absorb everything you have to say.

Tip:

Take an improv class. It will help you become
comfortable feeling out your surroundings.

ARTICLE XIV: USING DATA
When it comes to building compelling content for a presentation, data and statistics
are like fertilizer: When used in the right amounts in the right places, it’s incredibly
powerful. But if you get careless and dump it all in one place, you’ll be left with nothing
but a pile of crap.
Harsh? Maybe. True? Absolutely.
In today’s economy, data is being
harvested, organized and put to use
in ways nobody could have dreamed
of 20 years ago. We think that’s a
great thing. But when it comes to your
MESSAGE—when it comes to how to
communicate—at the end of the day
you’re still talking to a human being.
Data should support the story you’re
telling, not dominate it.

Data should support the story
you are telling, not dominate it.
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Remember: Data = Fertilizer.

vs

ARTICLE XV: CONTRAST
Hunters don’t wear orange vests because they’re all big fans of the Cincinnati Bengals.
It’s so they stand out from their surroundings. It’s so they are noticed by fellow hunters
and not mistakenly shot. CONTRAST is what saves them.
If you’re delivering a keynote address, in all likelihood your presentation is one of
potentially dozens your audience will sit through. In order to make your message truly
memorable, in order to really leave a lasting impact on your audience—you have to stand
out. Which means NOT looking and sounding like everyone else.

In order to be truly memorable,
your presentation needs CONTRAST.
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Whether it’s a unique leave-behind or interactive element to engage your audience, spend
a bit of time thinking about how you can separate yourself from your surroundings and
make a real impact.

We Love Orange.

It might be obvious, but we believe orange is
the color of contrast. It’s why our brand bleeds
this bold color, which is used anytime attention
is needed—think construction zones, replica
guns and hunting vests. We just happen to use
it on our office walls. Seriously.

ARTICLE XVI: BE BOLD
Fortune Favors the Bold!
Giving an important presentation is truly an incredible opportunity. No matter the
circumstances, it means at the very least the following things are true:

1. Eyeballs are fixated on you.
2. You have the floor—YOU have the chance to speak, unimpeded.
3. There are real consequences on the line.
4. You’re being judged.

If it’s a conference keynote, you’re likely on stage. Lights shining. You’re mic’d up for
hundreds of people to hear. YOU’RE the star.
Now take those sweaty palms and grab the opportunity by the horns! BE BOLD!
Be loud and proud. Tell your audience what you BELIEVE. Embrace and MAXIMIZE the
opportunity in front of you with a message that people won’t soon forget.

Embrace and MAXIMIZE the opportunity in front of you.
Fortune Favors the Bold!
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Freebie Download

Download this desktop background as a reminder
to embrace and MAXIMIZE every opportunity.

ARTICLE XVII: GET YOUR
AUDIENCE INVOLVED
A great presentation is a dialogue, not a monologue.
You’re being selfish if you don’t remember it’s all about your audience!
Get them involved.
The way this is executed can be simple but incredibly effective. Sometimes all it takes is
asking your audience to get involved. Tell them that if they have a question, ask it! Raised
hands are probably a good idea in a bigger environment, but simply encouraging your
audience not to be shy can go a long way in getting the type of engagement you’re after.

Get them to weigh in.
Audience polling works great to get a real sample of what your audience thinks and
believes. Whether done digitally via SMS (text) polling or live by bringing a few people on
stage with cards and a Sharpie—get real answers!

Put words in their mouth (or their fingers).
Want people to tweet out key takeaways from your message? Ask them to. But make it
very specific and easy. Give them something to throw out to the world, to THEIR audience:
a nugget of wisdom, a hashtag, a prompt, a picture, etc. More often than not, if your audience
finds your content even halfway valuable, they will oblige.

Spoiler Alert

We’ve been engaging
you this whole time.

Do not be selfish. Get your
audience involved!
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ARTICLE XVIII: CLOSING STRONG
The importance of ending your presentation with a bang cannot be emphasized enough.
The effectiveness of your entire presentation can hinge on it. It’s the final frame—the
last lingering note that will resonate the longest with your audience.
Remember Know, Feel and Do from earlier? When you think you have your presentation
content nailed down, go back and look for each of these elements. Is each being
represented in a balanced and effective way?
Your close can be a great opportunity for a strong “Do,” sometimes referred to as the ‘ask’
in sales pitches. Being very direct with your audience is where this can really come alive.
A strong “Do” can even be calling on your audience to imagine what could be. Tell them to
consider something from their own lives or their own experiences.

Bring It Full Circle
Another very effective closing strategy can be what is referred to as a ”call back.” Typically
a device used in comedy, a call back is simply a reference to an earlier moment in your
presentation. Comedians use it to “call back” to an earlier joke in a way that makes the
audience feel like they’re in the know.

Have know and feel? Don’t forget to give
your audience something to do.
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So if you opened with a story, whether it’s one from your own life or from history,
referencing it back with the right strength and punch can be a great way to provide the
audience with a natural feeling of closure.

SECTION IV: BEST PRACTICES
Article XIX: Cultivate Your Own Stories
Article XX: Practice
Article XXI: Check This Stuff Out

ARTICLE XIX: CULTIVATE
YOUR OWN STORIES
“A problem of output is usually a problem of input.” – Austin Kleon
Great storytelling starts with keeping your eyes and ears pinned to the world around you.
Whether that means fiction, non-fiction, movies, coffee with a friend—begin looking for
opportunities to extract lessons from your world that you can put to use in a presentation.

Document!
Taking notes does not mean mental notes. Mental notes are where great ideas go to die.
Instead, write them down. Digital is better than nothing, but we’re old-fashioned and
typically go with good old pen and paper.

Be a Collector
At SquarePlanet, we have an actual bank of stories. We even cleverly named it the
“Storybank.” We now consider ourselves story collectors. Not hoarders. There’s a
difference. We take any moment that strikes us, be it a moment from a movie or a lesson
learned as a company—and document it. They’re organized by keywords and searchable
at a moment’s notice. Like Google for our brains.

Damon Brown’s TEDx Talk
Watch Damon’s talk about note-taking habits.

ARTICLE XX: PRACTICE
In Malcolm Gladwell’s Outliers, he says it takes roughly 10,000 hours of practice
before mastery in a field can be achieved. Think about that. That’s a long time.
The point is, when it comes to developing amazing stories, content and ultimately
presentations, there’s no substitute for PRACTICE.
Write a blog. Participate in Toastmasters events. Practice telling stories to friends and
family. Evaluate other presentations and messages out in the world. Find what works
and what doesn’t work. Get as many hours as possible under your belt putting these
strategies to the test. Whatever you do, continuing to put your nose to the grindstone is
the best way to hone your ability to create amazing content.

Goal Setting
Below, list five ways you will practice for your next presentation:

1
2
3
4
5

ARTICLE XXI: CHECK THIS STUFF OUT
Like we said, we’re collectors: collectors of ideas, stories and inspiration wherever we
can find it. Here are some of our favorite resources that will help you continue your quest
to becoming a presentation pirate.

All Marketers are Liars

Lead WIth A Story

Seth Godin

Paul Smith

Words That Work

Steal Like an Artist

Frank Luntz

Austin Kleon

How to Give a Killer Presentation
Chris Anderson, Curator of TED on HBR.org

How to ‘Win’ with Smart Messaging
Interview with Frank Luntz on NPR.org

GET MORE PRESENTATION RESOURCES
www.squareplanet.com/resources

THANKS FOR READING!
Did you like this eGuide?
Share your feedback on Twitter.
280

Bring a blank slate
+ your imagination.
Class is in session.
We’re on a mission to revolutionize
how people communicate.
Schedule a one-on-one speaker training
with our presentation guru, Brian Burkhart,
or book an immersive group workshop with
our highly-trained staff.
If you’re ready to apply what you’ve learned
in this guide, we’re ready for you!

Get Training + Workshop Info

sqpla.net/1QsgSGn

@squareplanet

